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Is main Project Partner ?: (One required) 

 

Description of work to be carried out, including the nature and frequency of contact with the project partner. Please refer 
to Help for council/scheme specific guidance for this question. (mandatory, maximum 8000 characters) 
 

Role of York Archaeological Trust (YAT)  
  
The main role of YAT will be to provide expertise in public outreach and educational activities. They will provide hands on 
experience for the student who will be given the opportunity to work within various YAT visitor attractions and importantly 
to experience the different methods of engagement, with a particular focus on museums, community archaeology and 
working with schools as well as an insight into marketing, planning and finances.   
  
YAT runs a wide range of initiatives which help promote public engagement with Archaeology, designed for all ages and 
backgrounds. The student will spend some time in the Jorvik Viking Centre Museum which has taken 16 million visitors 
since 1984. It is world famous for its journey through a reconstruction of life in Viking York. It also puts on temporary 
displays such as the recent Gladiator exhibition (as seen on the recent Channel 4 Gladiator programme). The student will 
learn about the different methods for presenting the past, including use of the web, vodcasts, and museum displays and 
exhibitions. They will also be expected to assess the impact of these different media, with the objective of thinking through 
how the Mesolithic might be presented to the public in similar ways.   
  
The student will also be engaged in Hungate. This is the biggest ever archaeological dig in York which encourages 
visitors and community involvement. The student will learn how the community, from school children, to Open University 
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students (as part of their degree), as well as people on weekend or training courses, can get involved in archaeology as 
well as the health and safety implications and the training requirements. As part of this the student will also work with the 
YAT community archaeologist who is involved in providing training on how to identify and understand aspects of the 
historic environment and gives talks to schools, evening classes, and interest groups about a variety of subjects relating 
to archaeology.  
  
The way in which the community work is promoted will be examined, including posting information on the website and 
interaction with the media (local newspapers, radio and national TV). The student will be expected to think about how 
such approaches could be transferred to excavations at Star Carr and the ways in which visitor attractions or events could 
be set up during fieldwork.  
  
Another approach is that used at DIG which is an educational facility based in an old church in York. It particularly 
encourages engagement with children and allows hands on experience in four excavation pits, handling artefacts, talking 
to archaeologists and a labworks section - "Dig it! Shake it! See it! Feel it! Find it!". This will provide the student with 
experience in engaging children with the past and ways in which to link different aspects of archaeology with the national 
curriculum. Again, this experience will be used in order to assess how this might be approached for the Mesolithic period 
and particularly in engaging children who come from the region around Star Carr.  
  
Induction and supervision  
  
YAT will tailor an induction programme for the student, which will familiarise him/her with the history and development of 
the Trust and its present organization into its two divisions (Exploration and Education). In addition YAT will familiarise the 
student with the central management, recording and dissemination systems.   
  
Practical training sessions will be organised and supervised by John Walker and in some cases these will be run by some 
of his team in the different facilities including Jon Kenny who is the Community Archaeologist, Pete Connelly who is the 
Director of Hungate, Andrew Jones who is the Education officer and Sarah Maltby who is Director of Attractions. John 
Walker will be responsible for the student's welfare.  
  
Most of the hands on experience in YAT will take place in the first year of the PhD when the student should be immersing 
himself/herself in the various ways of engagement with the public. In this first year they will be expected to evaluate these 
different experiences for the PhD which will lead them on to considering the ways of presenting the public to the 
Mesolithic. Although the hands on experience will be focused in the first year, the student will continue working with YAT 
over the following 2 years and will continue to have access to resources as well as being supervised on a regular basis by 
John Walker.  
  
Benefits of the collaborative nature of the research  
  
The proposal provides a genuine partnership between experts in public engagement and experts in Mesolithic research. 
Archaeology in York is predominated by the Romans and Vikings and YAT have less experience in prehistory, particularly 
a little known period like the Mesolithic. YAT also mainly work within York and the collaboration will take them into 
Yorkshire and specifically to the site of Star Carr. The experience that YAT have developed in public engagement and the 
associated business knowledge is not something that could normally be provided purely through the normal University 
doctoral route and therefore the University will also benefit greatly from the collaboration.  
  
The main benefit of the collaboration to the student is the hands on nature of the experience. The student will be engaged 
in a wide range of activities and initiatives and will benefit from YAT's vast experience. Specifically this will be access to 
specialist techniques in the museums sector, financial considerations and constraints, marketing, training in primary and 
secondary education needs, and experience in community archaeology.   
  
The student's employability will be greatly enhanced by the transferable skills gained when having to balance the 
demands of two very different organisations, which nevertheless share a common goal - to explain the past to present 
generations. Specifically the student will benefit (i) by contacts made during the close working relationship, (ii) by the 
sharing of expertise (iii) and by the possibilities for Knowledge Transfer within YAT.  
 

 

Funding: 

Total contribution in cash 
to Department: 

£0 

Total contribution in kind 
to Department: 

£0 

Total contribution in cash 
£3,000 
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to Student: 

Total contribution in kind 
to Student: 

£20,000 

 

Description of contribution: (mandatory, maximum 4000 characters) 
 

YAT will make an additional maintenance contribution to the student of £1,000 per year for three years.  John Walker's 
time will provided free-of-charge. The student will also work closely with other members of YAT, as described above and 
this time will also be provided free-of-charge. It is hard to calculate the cost of this time but it has been estimated as at 
least £20,000. Due to the close proximity of YAT and Kings Manor we will not need to cover travel costs between the two. 
However, the student will be expected to travel to Europe to assess the ways in which Mesolithic research is presented to 
the public in different countries, particularly Denmark. The department will provide some funding through its research 
priming fund which will cover those costs.  
  
Specialist resources or materials required by the student while working at the YAT will be the same as for as our 
successful CDA with History-Archaeology at York (the Household Project) and this will include in addition to the usual 
provision (e.g. photocopiers), a shared office for the CDA students with access to a (hot)desk.  
 

 

Please describe the nature of the non-academic organisation's work including any current research interest relating to the 
arts and humanities. If the organisation is based outside of the UK please explain the basis for setting up the collaboration 
and how the benefits of the research will accrue to the UK: (mandatory, maximum 4000 characters) 
 

York Archaeological Trust is an independent charity, founded in 1972, which investigates the past for the benefit of 
present communities and future generations. Linking professional skills and expertise in the practice of archaeology with 
broadly based background knowledge and experience, it carries out carefully targeted and cost effective archaeological 
recording, excavation and research for a broad range of clients and partners. The results are made available in a number 
of innovative and dynamic ways.  
  
The Trust is well known for its investigations of the deeply stratified and well-preserved urban archaeological deposits of 
historic York, some of which led to the creation of JORVIK, the world renowned Viking centre. Over 16 million visitors 
have been welcomed to JORVIK, DIG and Barley Hall. Through them and other festivals, events and activities, the Trust 
makes a regionally important contribution to education, and provides an attraction for both residents and visiting tourists.  
  
The Trust has an impressive portfolio of published and ongoing work on historic buildings, extensive landscapes, urban 
investigations, artefact assemblages and environmental studies. Its specialist services - artefact studies and curatorial 
skills, archaeological conservation, publication and IT - are available to clients not only locally and regionally but nationally 
and internationally.  
  
Popular and more detailed books continue to bring the Trust's findings to a large audience and the Internet offers new 
dynamic ways of continuing this tradition. The Trust's charitable objectives are also fulfilled by supporting the work of 
many Community Archaeology groups in the region, and offering training and education programmes for all levels.  
  
YAT and the University of York have developed strong research links in a number of different fields including a project 
which examines the study of eggshell in the archaeological record and another which is using material archives to 
investigate possession, consumption and choice of domestic goods in the late Medieval and post-Medieval periods. We 
also collaborate on the Star Carr project from which this proposal has evolved. The organics from Star Carr which are 
seriously degraded are being studied and conserved by Ian Panter from YAT and a team from the University of York and 
NERC Case studentship has just commenced.  
 

 

 

 

Project Partner Contact: 

Contact: Mr John Walker 

Organisation  

Department  
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Project Details (mandatory) 

Are you applying for an Extended Programme? 
(mandatory): 

No 

 

Project title (mandatory): 

The Meso-what? Public perception of the Mesolithic 

 

Number of Studentships Requested (mandatory) 

1 

Project Summary (mandatory) 

Context of the research  
  
Recent research at the Early Mesolithic site of Star Carr has provided some important new discoveries including the 
excavation of "Britain's earliest house" dating to about 9000 BC. The "house" structure would have been very close to the 
shore of an ancient lake, and on the edges of this lake there is evidence of a large wooden platform made of up timbers 
which have been split and hewn: the earliest evidence of carpentry in Europe. This research led Universities and Science 
Minister, David Willetts, to say: "This exciting discovery marries world-class research with the lives of our ancestors. It 
brings out the similarities and differences between modern life and the ancient past in a fascinating way, and will change 
our perceptions forever. I congratulate the research team and look forward to their future discoveries."  
  
These discoveries are international significant and the site is well known to archaeologists around the world, however, 
local people are largely unaware of it. Even though the site appeared in local, national and international newspapers, 
television reports and radio this summer a survey in October 2011 of 100 local people in Scarborough revealed that less 
than 5% had heard of the site!   
  
It has become an important part of the Star Carr project to disseminate the results of the work as well as broader 
information about the Mesolithic to a wider public audience, particularly in the region.  
  
The project will link this research with the expertise of York Archaeological Trust (YAT) who have extensive experience in 
engaging the public and whose core aim as a charity is to investigate the past for the benefit of present communities and 
future generations and to disseminate results in a number of innovative and dynamic ways.  
  
Aims and objectives  
  
The aim of the project is to conduct research which will identify the best methods for improving the public understanding 
of the Mesolithic period, with the following objectives:  
  
1. To critically evaluate the ways in which the Mesolithic is presented to the public in Britain  
2. To investigate the ways in which the Mesolithic is presented to the public in other parts of Europe  
3. To identify effective ways of disseminating Mesolithic research to the public through engagement with YAT 
attractions  
4. To implement ideas for disseminating Mesolithic research, using Star Carr as a case study  
5. To measure the impact of the outreach activities  
  
Beneficiaries  
  
The project will be of benefit to the academic community as a case study into how to provide public benefit from academic 
research. The remit of the project is also to engage the public and a number of initiatives will be trialled and assessed 
which should provide financial benefits for regional economies as well as cultural and social benefits.  
 

IPR and Ethical Information 

Give details of arrangements agreed to maintain confidentiality of information, consider the ethical issues and IPR 
between all partners. Please refer to help for guidance. 

The project will operate according to the ethics policy of the University of York, which can be found at: 
http://www.york.ac.uk/research/policy/CoP_Ethics.htm (last updated July 2009). It will also operate under a formal 
partnership agreement, modelled on a standard partnership agreement used by the YAT for its existing CDAs, which 
covers issues of relative rights, obligations and responsibilities of all partners, supervision arrangements, issues of 
confidentiality, intellectual property, respective rights for publication and the arrangements for payments made by the YAT 
as part of the studentship. The agreement will be compiled with full recognition of both the discipline of Archaeology and 
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Trust's position on ethical issues and IPR.  
  
Each organisation will maintain the secrecy of any confidential information which the other organisation brings to the 
project, including its background intellectual property.  Where personal information is used in the project, each 
organisation will fully abide by the obligations of the Data Protection Act.  
  
All project information will be exchanged between the participants on a confidential basis until it is agreed that it is ready 
to be published, and any intellectual property created in the course of the project that is capable of commercial protection 
will be kept confidential until protection has been sought. 

 

How will you ensure that the student is made aware of any confidentiality or ethical issues and who will be responsible for 
agreeing procedures ? 

The student will be given a full briefing of the agreements made between the two organisations at induction and they will 
be given the ethics policy. It is particularly important that they are aware that some of the data they will be using, such as 
visitor numbers and income, and budgets, are kept confidential and over the period of the research project, the ways in 
which this data is to be used will be monitored. 

 

Academic Beneficiaries (mandatory) 

Describe who will benefit from the research [up to 4000 chars]. 

The wider dissemination of research and its impact is becoming increasingly important: it is now necessary to show public 
value from public funding (AHRC guidelines). However, this is a relatively new feature of research for many academics. 
This project will provide a case study into the different possibilities for engaging with the public and thereby increasing 
public value. The results of the project should be of interest to a wide range of academics engaged in research projects, 
not only in Archaeology, but in other disciplines and beyond the UK.  
  
With the imminent changes to Higher Education with the increase in tuition fees it is particularly important for those 
disciplines which are less frequently taught at school (such as Archaeology and Art History) to introduce school children 
to them. The concern is that these academic subjects may suffer in recruitment as students choose to spend their money 
on "safer" options that they are more familiar with (such as History, English, Geography). This project will present 
research into the ways in which academics in these disciplines may engage school children in order to recruit them into 
their disciplines at University.  
  
This research will also be of interest to other academics in the UK and beyond. Milner gave a formal plenary presentation 
(The public perception of the Mesolithic) and organised a workshop on the subject of public outreach at the 5 yearly 
Mesolithic conference (MESO2010 in Santander- over 350 delegates). There was perhaps a surprising interest in this 
topic considering it had never arisen before at these conferences. There was much discussion by delegates from a variety 
of countries, though particularly from Scandinavia, the Baltic area and Germany. Here there are a variety of approaches, 
from Denmark where the Mesolithic is seen as the "Golden Age", to Germany where the situation is more like the UK, i.e. 
very little public engagement. This session has produced an informal network of interested colleagues who are currently 
writing up the results of the workshop. The results of this proposed PhD project will be of direct benefit to them and others 
studying the Mesolithic in Europe.  
  
Many of the different types of engagement that are assessed as part of the proposed PhD research will be of interest to 
archaeologists studying different periods but who are also involved in fieldwork, and who wish to disseminate their 
findings through, e.g. public participation or on-site visitor attractions. In addition, many of these approaches may be 
relevant to other disciplines who conduct fieldwork such as Geography or Biology.  
  
In addition, much of the research will consider and experiment with how to engage with people through modern 
technology and social networking (vodcasts/podcasts, facebook, apps, twitter, websites etc) as well as with more 
traditional forms of output (attractions, talks, displays, visitor boards, leaflets, walks etc) which can be related to any form 
of research. The Institute for the Public Understanding of the Past (IPUP) is based at the University of York and 
engagement with academics from other disciplines will be facilitated through this. There is also a well established Masters 
in Cultural Heritage Management in the Department of Archaeology and it is anticipated that the student will engage with 
the lecturers and students on this programme.  
  
It is anticipated that the student and supervisors will produce a paper targeted to academics which explores these 
themes, to be targeted at journals such as Public Archaeology. The student will also present their findings in academic 
seminars and conferences both to Mesolithic audiences and more widely, for instance at TAG (Theoretical Archaeology 
group) and dissemination will take place through seminars in IPUP and the HEA.  
 

Impact Summary (mandatory) 

Impact Summary (please refer to the help for guidance on what to consider when completing this section) [up to 4000 
chars] 
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For the second phase of the project, the student, together with both supervisors, will devise and test a number of 
approaches to engage a public audience. These may include engagement with school children, interaction with visitors 
on-site (perhaps setting up a temporary exhibition and activities over the duration of excavation), involvement of local 
specialist groups, and multi-media approaches (podcasts/vodcasts, website etc) but these will depend on the direction of 
the research.  
  
The public:  
The main aim of the project is to engage the public in Mesolithic research, using Star Carr as a case study. A wide range 
of people will benefit from the second phase of the project which involves trialling and assessing different approaches. 
This will include local historical and archaeological societies, young archaeologists, museum visitors, website visitors, 
visitors to YAT temporary exhibitions, TV and radio audiences, school children.  
  
We anticipate that the educational material, events such as workshops and talks and attractions on-site and in the region 
will attract visitors and should therefore lead to financial benefits for regional economies as well as the cultural and social 
benefits.  
  
Charities and public bodies:  
In addition, the project aims to build on previously existing partnerships with public bodies and charities: English Heritage 
has been supporting the Star Carr project and has been interested in the work Milner has been doing to increase public 
interest in the local area. The project will feed back the results of the public engagement to English Heritage who will be 
able to use it in future projects. Milner is also in discussion with English Heritage about writing a new framework 
document for the Mesolithic and this research would feed into that.  
  
The Star Carr project has previously worked with Flixton and Cayton Wetlands project (FCWP) (partners: Natural 
England, The Environment Agency, The RSPB, North Yorkshire County Council and Scarborough Borough Council) with 
whom we have organized walks in the landscape, and occasionally Milner has given talks to local farmers and 
landowners in FCWP meetings. It is anticipated that further initiatives will continue and discussions are ongoing 
concerning ways in which we can integrate information on the natural environment with Mesolithic research in order to 
create more ways of engaging with a broader range of people with diverse interests (for instance site boards, walks, 
possibly a visitor centre).  
  
Scarborough Museums Trust currently do not have any items from Star Carr on display but they do house the archive and 
last summer Milner and team ran a Star Carr day workshop for them in collaboration with Scarborough archaeological 
and historical society. Ideally further initiatives will result in artefacts from Star Carr being on display as well as 
engagement with local schoolchildren through the museum.  
  
Ensuring benefit  
  
YAT has been at the forefront of archaeological knowledge transfer within British archaeology, and has directly benefited 
the local economy in York via the Jorvik Centre, Barley Hall, Dig and community archaeology projects. The training that 
the student will receive, together with the expertise from YAT will ensure that the activities are carefully planned, 
executed, and monitored to assess impact.  
 

Applied Previously 

If this proposal is a resubmission, please provide the previous reference number.  

Supervisors (mandatory) 

Please specify the supervisors and their supervision details. 

Research Organisation Supervisor Main Supervisor? 

University of York Dr Nicola Milner Yes 

Research experience:  
  
Milner is a Senior Lecturer in Archaeology. She has extensive excavation experience (since 1990) 
and has been working on Mesolithic survey and excavation on sites in the Vale of Pickering since 
1996. She has co-directed fieldwork at Star Carr (with C. Conneller and B. Taylor) since 2004 (e.g. 
Conneller et al 2009; Milner 2007; Hadley et al 2010). She has a broad range of experience on other 
Mesolithic sites, e.g. Howick, with Clive Waddington and Geoff Bailey which also involved working 
with local school children in the classroom and field (English Heritage and Heritage Lottery funded) 
(Waddington et al 2007). She is also a specialist in shell midden analysis and was a co-PI on a large 
AHRB project with Geoff Bailey on "Shell middens and agricultural origins in Europe" (Milner et al 
2007; Milner and Craig 2009). She has written extensively about the Mesolithic period (Milner 2009; 
Milner and Woodman 2005).  
She has been developing a programme of outreach activities in the Vale of Pickering over the last 
couple of years which has involved giving a large number of public lectures to societies and interest 
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groups, workshops in the Scarborough Museum, and working with artists towards an exhibition in 
York City Art Gallery.   
  
She has a total of 64 publications and has been successful in a number of grant applications (worth a 
total of over £1.6 million and sole PI on grants worth c. £140,000).  
  
She runs an MA in Mesolithic Studies and currently supervises 6 PhD students on Mesolithic projects 
(1 AHRC funded, 1 AHRC CDA with English Heritage, 1 NERC CDA with YAT). She has had 3 
completed PhD students (both AHRB) and 1 EU funded. She is editor of Mesolithic Miscellany, which 
is published twice a year and has a readership of over 500 subscribers. She sits on the NERC 
radiocarbon steering committee. She was a member of the panel who wrote the 2008 English 
Heritage framework for Palaeolithic Archaeology. She is a Director of the leading Archaeology journal 
"Antiquity".  
  
Milner has extensive knowledge transfer and public outreach experience: Howick (BBC radio, Meet 
the Ancestors, Local TV and papers, outreach with schools), Star Carr (talks across the region to 
local societies, outreach with Museums and Art Galleries and extensive international media coverage 
this summer to over 20 million viewers on the BBC alone), plus other TV (e.g. Ray Mears) and Radio 
4. She has given several conference papers on the Mesolithic and public outreach, including at the 
MESO 2010 conference in Santander, where she also co-ordinated a session on this theme.  
  
Milner has extensive experience in co-ordinating projects and currently manages the Star Carr team 
which includes over 20 specialists.  
  
Milner, N., Conneller, C., Taylor, B., Koon, H., Penkman, K., Elliott, B., Panter, I. and Taylor, M. (2010 
in press) From Riches to Rags: Organic Deterioration at Star Carr. Journal of Archaeological Science  
  
Hadley, P. Milner, N., Hall, A., Taylor, M., Needham, A., Taylor, B. and Conneller, C. (2010) To block 
lift or not to block lift? An experiment at the Early Mesolithic site of Star Carr, North-East Yorkshire, 
UK. Internet Archaeology  
  
Milner, N. and Mithen, S. (2009) Mesolithic chapter. In Hunter and Ralston (eds.) The Archaeology of 
Britain, London: Routledge, 53-77  
  
Conneller, C., Milner, N., Schadla-Hall, R.T. and Taylor, B. (2009) Star Carr in the new millenium, In 
Finlay, N., McCartan, S., Milner, N. and Wickham-Jones, C. (eds) From Bann flakes to Bushmills. 
Papers in honour of Professor Peter Woodman, Prehistoric Society Research Paper No 1, 78-88. 
Oxford: Oxbow  
  
Milner, N. (2007) Fading Star. British Archaeology 96, 10-14  
  
Milner, N. and Woodman, P.C. (2005) Mesolithic Studies at the Beginning of the 21st Century. 
Oxford: Oxbow Books   
  
Waddington, C., Bailey, G., Bayliss, A. and Milner, N. 2007. Howick in its wider context. In C. 
Waddington (ed.) Mesolithic Settlement in the North Sea Basin. Oxford: Oxbow, 203-224  
 

Existing students and projects:  
  

7 PhD students currently supervised (FTE of 6 as 2 part time). An FTE of 6 students is usually the 
maximum number in the department of Archaeology. 2 of these students will be submitting this year.  
  
1. The Mesolithic and the planning process (AHRC Case with EH)   
2. Deer in the Mesolithic: antler and bone working (AHRC)  
3. Human bones in Mesolithic shell middens (AHRC)  
4. Deterioration at Star Carr (NERC CDA with YAT) (co-supervised)  
5. The Mesolithic Neolithic transition and the introduction of new domesticates (PT)  
6. Fishing in the Mesolithic in Scotland (PT)  
7. The lives of prehistoric people on the Yorkshire Wolds  
  
Further support for PhD students is provided through the Thesis Advisory Panel.  
  
 

Submission rate:  
  
2 PhDs have submitted within 4 years (100%). 1 PhD (EU funded) completed a draft in 3 years but 
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decided to submit in Germany where he was from. My 2 PhD students who will be submitting this 
year are on track to finish in 3 years. 

 

Research Organisation Supervisor Main Supervisor? 

 Mr John Walker No 

Research experience:  
  
John Walker BA FSA FRSA will be the supervisor at York Archaeological Trust. He has extensive 
archaeological experience having run Trent and Peak Archaeological Trust, Manchester University 
Archaeology Unit and is now Chief Executive of York Archaeological Trust. As Chief Executive he is 
responsible for the day to day running of YAT: carrying out carefully targeted and cost effective 
archaeological recording, excavation and research for a broad range of clients and partners; 
management of all the visitor attractions; publications and dissemination of knowledge; and 
community archaeology and education.  
  
He has written over 40 publications, including national prize winning books. He has had a long 
standing interest in "opaque heritage" and the limited public perception of periods: apart from his 
work at YAT he has been a consultant for the University of Manchester on ERIH (European Route to 
Industrial Heritage), a major multinational long term project looking at public access to and 
understanding of the Industrial Revolution; was a   
National prize winner for innovation in access to the past; has pioneered presentation of the physical 
past to the public in the industrial heartland around  Manchester including Roman forts and industrial 
complexes (e.g. Castlefield, Castleshaw, Broadbottom Mills).  
  
Walker has been the Chair of the Standing Conference of Archaeological Unit Managers, a 
Committee member of Rescue, National ASTMS Committee archaeology, is currently national 
negotiator for archaeological employers via FAME and an Archaeological consultant for Cambridge 
University.  
 

Existing students and projects:  
  
York Archaeological Trust regularly takes student interns for periods of between 6 weeks and 12 
months, providing valuable workplace experience in a commercial environment including placements 
from Berlin, Paris and the USA. Interns work on a wide range of projects and often undertake small 
pieces of research under supervision. More recently YAT have been awarded a number of NERC and 
AHRC case studentships and structures are in place for the effective supervision of these students 
and collaboration with the University of York.  
  
YAT currently supervises:  
1. NERC CDA: From rags to riches: deteriorating deposits at Star Carr  
2. AHRC case: Eggs is eggs: making egg shell visible in the archaeological record  
3. Possession, consumption and choice: 3 studies of the material culture of domestic goods in York 
and Yorkshire 1400-1900 (3 PhD studentships) 

Submission rate:  
  
N/A 

 

Supervision Details (mandatory) 

What are the supervisory arrangements and where there is more than one supervisor, please state how the supervision 
duties will be shared. If the main supervisor leaves or is unable to continue, please outline how the student would be 
supported. 

Milner will be the lead academic supervisor.  On the YAT side, Mr John Walker will be the supervisor, managing training 
needs and placements. The supervision of the academic research, advice on writing and structuring the PhD, and the 
Mesolithic involvement will be provided by Milner.  Supervision regarding outreach, public participation, educational 
initiatives and measuring impact will be provided by John Walker and YAT. The supervisors will arrange regular joint 
meetings alternating between the University and YAT.   
  
If either lead supervisor is no longer able to provide supervision there are various options for replacements. There are 
several Mesolithic experts in the department of Archaeology (Bailey, Spikins, Edmonds) and the student could be 
supervised by a variety of people in YAT with expertise in public engagement (Maltby, Connelly, Kenny).  
  
The Department of Archaeology at York has precise regulations for supervision and monitoring of academic progress. In 
the first year formal supervisions occur at least every three weeks, and frequently every two weeks; thereafter they must 
occur at least every four weeks in term. Students are required to maintain a typed record of what is discussed and targets 
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for the next piece of work. Regular email with the non-academic supervisors, and between the academic and non-
academic supervisors, should ensure any problems can be rapidly resolved though as YAT is based in York meetings 
between the supervisors and the students will be easy to arrange.   
  
The two supervisors (Milner, Walker) will form the student's Thesis Advisory Panel (TAP), which will meet in York in early 
October and mid March every year. The Department will appoint an independent chair and another TAP member who will 
have experience within the subject area. One of these appointments will be Dr John Schofield who previously worked at 
English Heritage and is teaching the MA in Cultural Heritage Management, and the other will be Professor Geoff Bailey 
who is an expert in the Mesolithic period.  
  
TAPs are common to all students at York and are designed to improve the direction of a student's work. By presenting 
research to a group rather than to a single academic, students are encouraged to focus on the overall programme and its 
explication; problems are more easily noticed and their resolution benefits from wider experience. The TAP also advises 
on and monitors the student's participation in research and transferable skills training. For full-time students TAPs meet 
twice a year during full-time registration. One meeting in each of the first two years will involve submission of a substantial 
piece of written work, normally a draft chapter,  (called a MAJOR TAP), while the other will require more limited written 
submissions (a MINOR TAP). One of the major meetings will be used to review progress for upgrading to PhD 
registration. If the student has been upgraded to PhD during their first or second year, then TAP meetings in the third year 
need only be minor, unless the panel or the student determines otherwise. Where a student intends to enter a writing-up 
year, then the final meeting of the third year, even if not a major TAP, will be an important event, reviewing progress and 
future programme. Students in a writing-up year may request or be required to attend a further minor TAP meeting.  
  
 

Proposed Training & Support 

Please detail how the student's training needs will be identified, met & monitored throughout the period of his/her award 
(mandatory, maximum 4000 characters) 
 

The University of York and the Department of Archaeology have developed precise guidelines and provision for the 
training of doctoral students, which correlate with the Research Councils' Joint Skills Statement on learning outcomes for 
doctoral programmes. Students are expected to spend a minimum of 30 days during the period of their doctoral 
registration on appropriate Research and Transferable Skills training and self-reflective personal development. A suite of 
opportunities is offered by the University's Graduate Training Unit and by the Department to meet needs (at 
http://www.york.ac.uk/depts/arch/gsp/research_degrees/training.htm). Possibilities relevant to this project include web-
based programming, database, computer graphics and GIS (provided within the Department of Archaeology and by the 
Computing Services) and research training (e.g. on the stages of writing a thesis, oral communication, and foreign 
language training, specifically German or a Nordic language). The Postgraduates Who Teach (PGWT) programme at 
York will be relevant both to enable the student to gain some experience of undergraduate teaching within the 
Department of Archaeology and to fulfil their training role for YAT.  
  
At the first supervision we will identify and initiate the student's training needs. Thereafter, training will be monitored and 
further training needs identified at the regular supervisions and at the twice-yearly TAP. A web-based package (The Skills 
Forge) allows students at York to plan, record, reflect on and produce transcripts of their research and professional 
development. The student will receive a general induction at YAT similar to that provided to previous Research Council 
students.  
  
The student will receive a general induction at YAT similar to that provided to previous AHRC-CDA students. He/she will 
be introduced by the non-academic supervisor to other YAT staff. The non-academic supervisor will ensure the necessary 
arrangements for the student's day-to-day programme whilst he/she is working at the YAT offices and maintain 
responsibility for their welfare during these periods.   
  
PhD training in the YAT is overseen by Walker, whose responsibilities include ensuring that essential research milestones 
are achieved in a timely manner, that crucial research and additional transferable skills training are available, or can be 
provided as required, and that students are integrated into the life of the museum.   
  
The YAT will provide participation in relevant elements of ongoing programmes to familiarise the student with the specific 
practices of the organisation. 

 

 

Recruitment and Selection procedures 

Detail the student selection, recruitment and induction procedures (mandatory, maximum 4000 characters) 
 

We have a student (Pat Hadley) who has expressed a strong interest in this project, and it was written partly with him in 
mind.  He has been working on the Star Carr project for 3 years. He came to the department of Archaeology as a 
placement student from Bradford for 1 year and in that time supervised on the excavation and in the lab during post-
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excavation. He excavated the block of peat in the lab and this research has now been published in Internet Archaeology. 
During this period he also spent some of his placement at YAT working at DIG to gain more experience working in public 
education. Over the year he became interested in the ways in which the Mesolithic is presented to the public and on his 
return to Bradford wrote a dissertation entitled "An assessment of the ways visualisations can be used to stimulate ideas 
about 'invisible' aspects of the British Mesolithic". This was given 85%, was awarded the JJ Raper prize and has been 
nominated for the Royal Archaeological Institute Prize. It is currently being worked up into a publication. This student has 
also been working with artists and dancers to provide VR images of shamans which can be viewed online and on 
Youtube. He was awarded a first class degree overall and is now doing a Masters in Mesolithic studies at the University of 
York with Milner, having been awarded a Holbeck scholarship.  
  
Because this student has an excellent skill set, excellent academic track record, a background in this subject, experience 
at YAT and has in depth knowledge of the case study site, Star Carr, it is felt that it would be unfair to advertise the 
project if it was successful. However, it for unforeseen reasons the student was not able to take up the post, we would 
advertise through the usual channels such as jobs.ac.uk. The student would be selected on academic achievement, 
research potential, ability to work in both environments, and their own research interests. It is expected that doctoral 
applicants will have completed, or will have completed by the start date of the studentship, a formal Master's level 
qualification.  
  
Induction  
The Department of Archaeology runs an Induction Programme for all new postgraduate students during the first week of 
the Autumn Term. It includes: a formal Introduction to the Department (from staff), an Alternative Introduction (from 
current PhD students); an introduction to your MPhil/PhD; a Presentation and Networking workshop for Research 
students; tour of campus and libraries; Introduction to Computing Facilities; Introduction to Teaching and Learning for 
GWTs. Full details appear at http://www.york.ac.uk/depts/arch/gsp/internal.htm.   
  
The student will receive a general induction at YAT similar to that provided to previous AHRC-CDA students. He/she will 
be introduced by the non-academic supervisor to other YAT staff. The non-academic supervisor will ensure the necessary 
arrangements for the student's day-to-day programme whilst he/she is working at the YAT offices and maintain 
responsibility for their welfare during these periods. 
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Classification of Proposal 

(i) Subject Classification 

 

Primary Subject 

Subject Group Subject Practice-led Time period Place 

Archaeology 
Prehistoric 
Archaeology 

No 

Palaeolithic and 
Mesolithic  
 

Western Europe  
 

 

Secondary Subject 

Subject Group Subject Practice-led Time period Place 

Archaeology 
Archaeological 
Theory 

No 

Palaeolithic and 
Mesolithic  
 

Western Europe  
 

 

Is your research multidisciplinary (i.e. involves researchers from two or more different disciplines)? 

 Yes  No 

 

Is your research interdisciplinary (i.e. applies methods and apporaches of several disciplines)? 

 Yes  No 

 

Does your research or training involve disciplines outside of the Arts and Humanities? 

 Yes  No 

(ii) Keywords (mandatory) 

Mesolithic Star Carr 

Public perceptions York Archaeological Trust 

community impact 

  

 


